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Have at least 3 New Enrollments for each paid as GL+
qualifying month or 15 total enrollments during the
qualification period*. Enrollments must be at least 200
PV + VV.

Paid As GL+ for 3 months during your six month
qualification period. Upon the first month of achieving
GL+ your six month rolling calendar begins, meaning
you have five additional months to qualify.

PL+ who have already attended the RRR, may re-attend
the RRR for $2,000.

If an enrollment refunds it will not count as a qualifying
enrollment, because of this we recommend
overbuilding and exceeding minimum qualification
criteria.

Those that meet all qualification criteria between January-
June 2021, the attendee will be qualified to go in
September 2021.

Those that meet all qualification criteria between July-
December of 2021, the attendee will be qualified to go in
March of 2022.

Qualification Criteria Part 1
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Grandfather Clause: If you have at least one qualifying
month at the end of 2021 going into 2022, then the
qualification criteria of 2021 will hold true. Meaning if
qualification criteria changes in 2022, your eligibility to
qualify is still based off of 2021 qualification criteria.

This trip carries no cash value and is not transferrable if
qualified attendee is unable to attend.

Guests must attend with the qualified attendee.

Qualification Criteria Part 2
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Qualification Criteria Examples:



Q:   Do the 3 months need to be consecutive?
A:    No. So long as you paid as GL+ and have the required
qualifying enrollments then as long as you meet the
qualification criteria during your rolling 6 month qualifying
period, it does not need to be consecutive.

Q:   If I don't qualify for all 3 months during my first 6
months after being paid as GL+ can my 6 months start
over with the next time I am paid as GL+?
A:   Yes.
Example: Mary is paid as GL January, and is not paid as GL
again until June. Her rolling six month clock would start
over beginning with June. So if she were to be paid as GL
and have the qualifying enrollments in July and August in
addition to her qualifying in June then she could qualify to
attend in March of 2022. 

Q:   What if I am paid as GL+ but I do not have 3 qualifying
(200 PV + VV) enrollments in the same month? Can I still
qualify?
A:   You can still qualify so long as you have at least 3 paid
as GL+ months and 15 cumulative qualifying enrollments
during your rolling 6 month period.
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Frequently Asked Questions
(F.A.Q.'s)
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Example: John is paid as GL in January, February, and April.
On each of these 3 paid as GL months he has 2 qualifying
enrollments, for a grand total of 6 enrollments. John can
still qualify so long as he obtains 9 more enrollments by
the end of June.

Q:   What if I meet the qualification criteria in both the 1st
qualifying period (Jan-Jun 2021) and the 2nd qualifying
period (Jul-Dec 2021)? Which trip(s) do I attend?
A:   For those who have already attended the Mission trip
can re-addend for $2,000.

Q:   Do I get to bring a guest?
A:   Yes. If you meet the qualification criteria of being paid
as GL+ for at least 3 months, and have the needed
qualifying enrollments during your 6 month rolling
qualification period.
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Frequently Asked Questions
(F.A.Q.'s) - Continued
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If you have an additional questions
about how to qualify please send them

to marketing@zallevo.com


